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AN ENUMERATION OF PHILIPPINE FLOWERING PLANTS. By E. D. Merrill. 4 volumes; post-

remembrance of a new
2HE Christmas
piece of mental furniture is a subtle
so
compliment to the recipient-especially
if the book is not one of those read as a
social obligation, but as a true means of >
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pai(l, $10.00.
VEGETATION OF PHILIPPINE MOUNTAINS. The
relation between the environment and physical
types at different altitudes. By Wm. H. Brown.
434 pages, 41 plates, and 30 text figures; postpaid,
$2.50.
SPECIES BLANCOANAE. By E. D. Merrill. 424
pages; postpaid, $2.25.

. mental grace.

Civilization

RUMPHIUS'S HERBARIUM AMBOINENSE. By E. D. Merrill. 596

AN INTERPRETATION OF

pages, 2 maps; postpaid, $3.00.
PHILIPPINE DIPTEROCARP FORESTS. By Wm.
H. Brown and Donald M. Matthews. Reprinted
from The Philippine Journal of Science, Sec. A
(1914), 9, Nos. 5 and 6. 149 pages; 13 plates; 12
text figures and 1 map; postpaid, $1.00.
THE PHILIPPINE JOURNAL OF SCIENCE, a
monthly, issued in three volumes a year; per year,

affects the social order,
of living. This is a book for non-profesas well as for doctors. Handsional
4 somelypeople
bound, it looks like a Merry ChristX
mas. The vital story is entertainingly told
by Edward B. Vedder. $5.00.
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$5.00.
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Wistar Institute Bibliographical Service
of invaluable assistance to

Librarians-Investigators-Teachers
It brings to them, in AUTHORS' ABSTRACT form, a brief
review of all original papers on Biological Subjects which
appear In the following journals:

Journal of Morphology and Physiology
The Journal of Comparative Neurology
The American Journal of Anatomy

Advance Abstract Sheets
Issued semi-monthly, bearing Authors' Abstracts without
bibliographic references, offer a practical means of making
research immediately available in abstract form and of purchasing articles of special interest in reprint form without
the necessity of subscribing to all the journals. Subscrip-

tion, $3.00 per year.

Bibliographic Service Cards
on Standard
are of value and assistance to Li-

with complete bibliographic references, printed
Abstracts

Subscription, $5.00 per year.
in

Book Form

referred to above, are brought together periodically, with
Authors' and Analytical Subject Indices. Price $5.00 per
volume.

Subscriptions to the Bibliographic
and orders for reprints should be

The Wistar Institute of Anatomy
'Thirty-sixth St. and Woodland

Ave.
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antique binding. Illustrated with excellent .$
Mwood-cuts. A naive mixture of science and ;#
piety, done in blank verse. A prize for any
library. $2.50.

4.

easily:-

A bigger dollar's worth than is
found elsewhere. Fifty snapshots of the
prouress of science, told by the " men who ;
!- did it" and gathered by Director Flinn of *
Engineering Foundation. A half-hundred X
*i five-minute stories of invention, discovery NO
and research. $i.oo.
*
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The Doctor in Court

i:

ui Humor, pathos, criminal psychology and
. human interest are combined in this
. close-up of court practice from the view- A
The style is %
point of the" expert witness." the
narrative
conversational and anecdotal;
*w as
fascinating and objective as a detective
J story. $3.oo.
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xj The Williams & Wilkins
U. S. A.s

Company,--Baltimore,
w Publishers of Scientific Books and Periodicals
IF.-Ew w wixi.
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Service
sent to

PhiladelphIa,

Alchimy

A breath from the science of yesterday.
X Written by Thomas Norton in the I5th century and done in facsimile in a delightful

| Research Narratives

Physiological Zoology (Chicago, Ill.)

Library-catalogue cards,

i The Ordinall of
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The Anatomical Record
The Journal of Experimental Zoology
American Journal of Physical Anthropology
The American Anatomical Memoirs
Folia Anatomica Japonica (Tokio, Japan)
Stain Technology (Geneva, N. Y.)

brarians and Investigators.

The bi-centenary volume in which a
dozen scholars join, each to treat of one
; phase of Newton's many-sided career. BiogAnd
raphy is ever-popular, ever-stimulating.
this biographical study of " the most proofound intellect in history" will delight any
lover of the intellectual doings of his felj lows. $5.00.
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________McGraw-Hill______
announces

A New Second Edition of

GEOLOGIC STRUCTURES
By BAILEY WILLIS
Professor Emeritus of Geology, Stanford University

AND ROBIN WILLIS

518 pages. 5 x 7A.

164 illustrations. Flexible binding

$4.00
c 5 HIS book gives a thorough, authoritative description of rock formations and discusses the application of principles of mechanics to their

interpretation.
This new second edition contains all of the original text, revised and rewritten, together with considerable new matter added to broaden its usefulness.
Sedimentary processes are given consideration. The action of vertical
forces is discussed and warped structures are described. Igneous and metamorphic structures are more fully considered. The chapters dealing with
mechanical principles as applied to the analysis of structures have been rewritten. The substance of the original work, thus revised, is included in
Sections I and II.
Section III deals with methods of attack and comprises the original chapter
on field methods, together with the chapter on graphic methods and practical
problems, the latter being added to.
The treatment of the general subject, geologic thought, has been materially
amplified by an account of the current theories of the origin of the earth and
its dynamical development, taken up in Section IV.
Send for a copy of this book on approval

McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.
Penn Terminal Building

370 Seventh Avenue

New York
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Just Published

New (9) Edition

PATHOGENIC MICROORGANIS MS
For Students, Physicians and Health
By WILLIAM H. PARK, M.D.
Professor of Bacteriology and Hygiene,
University and Bellevue Hospital
Medical College; Director, Bureaui of Laboratories,
Departmient of Health, New York

Officers

ANNA W. WILLIAMS, M.D.
Assistant Director, Bureau of
Laboratories, Department of
Health

City

and CHAS.

KRUMWIEDE, M.D.

Assistant Director, Bureau of Laboratories; Associate Professor of Bacteriology and Hygiene, University and Bellevue Hospital
Medical College

Octavo, 819 pages, with 216 engravings and 9 full-page plates. Cloth, $6.50, net
Again the many additions to the science of bacteriology during the past five years have necessitated a very
extensive revision of this well-known text. Many parts of the book have been completely rewritten. The sections
on Immunity have been amplified. The experience of the authors to date with active Immunization against Diphtheria and Scarlet Fever is given. Not only are the immediate practical results emphasized, but also those observations which bear on the general problems of Immunity. The chapters on the Pyogenic Cocci, on the ParatyphoidEnteritidis Bacilli, and on the Pneumococci have been practically rewritten. Recent additions to the knowledge of
Scarlet Fever, Measles, Yellow Fever, Undulant Fever, Tularemia, etc., have received due attention. The chapter
dealing with Pneumococci has been enlarged to include the new types. The chapter on Complement Fixation has
been fully revised and the details regarding the newer Precipitin tests, especially those of Kahn, Kline and
Meinkie, are added.

Just

New Work

Ready

HUMAN HELMINTHOLOGY
A Manual for Clinicians, Sanitarians and Medical
By ERNEST CARROLL FAUST, PH.D.

Zo6logists

Professor of Parasitology in the College of Medicine of Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

Octavo, 616 pages, illustrated with 297 engravings. Cloth, $8.00, net
In this important new work there is offered for the first time a complete and authoritative discussion of the
subject of human helminthology. Although in no phase of medical zo6logy, both in its biological and clinical aspects, has greater progress been made than in helminthology, hitherto most of this progress has been published in
inaccessible scientific journals, and it was not, therefore, easily available. The present volume is the result of the
author's own need for a teaching and reference text.
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Ready

NERVOUS SYSTEM
THE AUTONOMICKUNTZ,
By ALBERT

PH.D., M.D.

Professor of Anatomy in St. Louis University School of Medicine

Octavo, 576 pages, illustrated with 70 engravings. Cloth, $7.00, net
In this entirely new work Dr. Kuntz has supplied a great need in a practical way. He presents a readable
summary of all our knowledge to date concerning the autonomic nervous system. The autonomic innervation of
all the systems of organs of the body is first considered in an orderly sequence. Illustrations, many of which are
photographs of actual dissections, aid the reader in his understanding of this heretofore most difficult branch
of anatomy. An interesting outline of the pathology follows. The subject of visceral sensitivity and referred
pain is fully considered from every angle.
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